
THE COSY MATTRESS FOR YOUR BACK.

Bellissima



 Bellissima
No doubt the cosiest riposa back support mattress :
the Bellissima has a latex surface and finely coordinated design 
for a particularly gentle sleeping experience.

Innovative Protect-System
A combination of Swiss EvoPoreHRC foam and high-tech metal-free  
spring elements, supports the lower back during any sleep movement.

TECHNICAL DATA BELLISSIMA

Total height of mattress : 22 cm
Core height : 18 cm

CORE

Bellissima EvoPore mattress core
The innovative Protect-System made up of 
metal-free high-tech spring elements built into 
the Evo-PoreHRC foam architecture supports 
the spine in a wide variety of positions – fully  
in line with Swiss Sleep Technology SST.
An adaptive, elasticated latex surface 
completes the model.

Available in three degrees of hardness.

Metal-free Protect-System
The Protect-System consists of high-tech 
spring joints embedded in Swiss EvoPoreHRC 
foam.

Latex surface
The perforated 3D latex surface ensures 
optimum ventilation and maximum comfort 
thanks to pressure point relief.

Shoulder and neck relaxation
The elastic shoulder / neck zone is harmoniously 
integrated into the ergonomic mattress 
architecture.

CSV ergonomic principle
The design is based on the CSV ( contouring, 
support, ventilation ) ergonomic principle.

LINING

High-quality, washable Swisswool lining.

MATTRESS COVER

Bellissima cover with silk ( Oeko-Tex Standard 
100 ). The cover sheet can be removed on both 
sides and replaced if necessary. Washable up  
to 60 °C ( gentle cycle ).

ANTI-ALLERGIC

Also available in an allergy version at
no extra charge.

Bellissima   Art. no. 2030 ( soft )  |  2031 ( medium )  |  2032 ( forte )

Dimensions 80 / 90 cm 95 cm 100 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 200 cm

190 / 200 cm 1890.– 2080.– 2270.– 2720.– 3180.– 3780.– 4250.– 4720.–

210 cm 2080.– 2290.– 2500.– 2990.– 3500.– 4160.– 4680.– 5190.–

220 cm 2180.– 2400.– 2630.– 3140.– 3680.– 4370.– 4910.– 5450.–

Special sizes possible : next price category plus 10 %. Prices in CHF

Gentle comfort  
& ventilation
The adaptive 3D latex surface with vertical and horizontal  
profiling provides selective ventilation and finely tuned  
ergonomics. This ensures an extremely cosy, deeply relaxing 
sleeping experience.



 Bellissima Luxe
The Bellissima Luxe version makes a statement with a  
mattress cover that is as high quality as it is functional.

Aesthetics
The exclusive mattress cover with fine platinum piping incorporates 
additional manufacturing details and gives the Bellissima Luxe a 
particularly sophisticated look.

& Dimensional  
stability
The rectangular mattress shape is preserved in the long term thanks 
to the linen edging and the reinforcement of the side base. Even on a 
double bed, the Luxe fabrication results in very attractive continuity of 
the two lying surfaces.

TECHNICAL DATA BELLISSIMA LUXE

Total height of mattress : 22 cm
Core height : 18 cm

CORE

Bellissima EvoPore mattress core
The innovative Protect-System made up of 
metal-free high-tech spring elements built into 
the Evo-PoreHRC foam architecture supports 
the spine in a wide variety of positions – fully  
in line with Swiss Sleep Technology SST. 
An adaptive, elasticated latex surface 
completes the model.

Available in three degrees of hardness.

LINING

High-quality, washable Swisswool lining.

MATTRESS COVER

Bellissima cover with silk ( Oeko-Tex Standard 
100 ). The cover sheet can be removed on both 
sides and replaced if necessary. Washable up to 
60 °C ( gentle cycle ).

The Luxe mattress cover is reinforced to help it 
to keep its shape.

ANTI-ALLERGIC

Also available in an allergy version at
no extra charge.

Bellissima Luxe   Art. no. 2033 ( soft )  |  2034 ( medium )  |  2035 ( forte )

Dimensions 80 / 90 cm 95 cm 100 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 200 cm

190 / 200 cm 2150.– 2370.– 2580.– 3110.– 3630.– 4300.– 4840.– 5380.–

210 cm 2370.– 2610.– 2840.– 3420.– 4000.– 4730.– 5320.– 5920.–

220 cm 2490.– 2740.– 2980.– 3590.– 4200.– 4970.– 5590.– 6220.–

Special sizes possible : next price category plus 10 %. Prices in CHF



 Bellissima Superluxe
The Bellissima Superluxe model offers a particularly soft surface  
feeling thanks to the integrated topper.

Perfectly integrated
The integrated topper, an invention by riposa, provides special 
surface comfort and is removable.

& Gentle  
surface feeling
The MicroGel fiber is a high-tech fiber that is manufactured  
using the latest technology and was created based on allergy 
research. It is characterized by high moisture transport and soft, 
down-like comfort.

TECHNICAL DATA BELLISSIMA SUPERLUXE

Total height of mattress : 26 cm
Core height : 18 cm

CORE

Bellissima EvoPore mattress core
The innovative Protect-System made up of 
metal-free high-tech spring elements built into 
the Evo-PoreHRC foam architecture supports 
the spine in a wide variety of positions – fully  
in line with Swiss Sleep Technology SST. 
An adaptive, elasticated latex surface 
completes the model.

Available in three degrees of hardness.

INTEGRATED TOPPER

Integrated topper with micro-gel fibres in 
diamond quilting ; with zip, easily removable ; 
washable at up to 40 °C ( gentle cycle ).

MATTRESS AND TOPPER COVER

Bellissima cover with silk ( Oeko-Tex Standard 
100 ). The cover can be removed on both  
sides, washed and replaced if necessary.  
The integrated topper is also removable, 
washable and replaceable. 

ANTI-ALLERGIC

Also available in an allergy version at
no extra charge.

Bellissima Superluxe   Art. no. 2036 ( soft )  |  2037 ( medium )  |  2038 ( forte )

Dimensions 80 / 90 cm 95 cm 100 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 200 cm

190 / 200 cm 2750.– 3030.– 3300.– 4020.– 4690.– 5500.– 6190.– 6880.–

210 cm 3030.– 3330.– 3630.– 4420.– 5160.– 6050.– 6810.– 7570.–

220 cm 3180.– 3500.– 3810.– 4640.– 5420.– 6350.– 7150.– 7950.–

Special sizes possible : next price category plus 10 %. Prices in CHF

Special versions :
Surcharge for additional zip on the underside  
of the mattress for attaching the integrated 
topper on both sides : CHF 200.–.

Surcharge for special version of the  
continuous, integrated topper over two 
mattresses : CHF 350.– ( calculation example : 
2 × CHF 2750.– + CHF 350.– = CHF 5850.– )



What is the 
Protect-System?
A cosy combination of metal-free high-tech spring elements and 
EvoPoreHRC foam for comfortable support of the lower back.
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System.
The right combination for maximum sleep comfort.

A mattress only develops its full potential when it forms an optimum sleep system with the  
appropriate base. riposa mattresses and bases can be combined individually and adapted to your  
personal needs. This means that every detail contributes to anatomically correct lying – for  
maximum sleep comfort and deep regeneration.
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riposa Swiss Sleep is an investment 
in your health – developed with 
experience and innovation, 
manufactured in Switzerland.


